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During the period 1970-76, Siletz Spit on the mid-Oregon coast

has suffered foredune erosion. This erosion is associated with high

wave conditions along the coast, produced by intense storms in the

North Pacific.

During the winter of 1972-73 and during January through March

1976 the erosion was particularly severe. The pre-1975 erosion of the

spit has been documented in a previous study. One of the main pur-

poses of the present study is to document the 1976 erosion and to con-

trast it with the earlier episodes. It differed principally in that a

small wash-over of the spit occurred in one area and beach drift logs

were thrown up onto the dunes. Neither occurred during previous ero-

sion episodes, even during the 25 December 1972 storm when wave

breakers exceeded a significant wave height of 7 meters. This is

because the 1972 storm occurred at a time of low water level, neap tide

conditions. In contrast, the 18 February 1976 major storm occurred

during spring tide conditions, causing the wash-over and log throwing,

even though the waves were smaller than in December 1972. The amount
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of dune retreat was somewhat less in 1976 than in 1972-73, partly

because of the shorter time period over which the 1976 erosion

occurred and partly because of the use of protective riprap.

The large waves causing the erosion at Siletz Spit are generated

by storms in the North Pacific. The storm systems for December 1972,

January 1973, and February 1976 were analyzed as to fetch distances,

wind speeds and directions, movements of the fetches, and other

factors important in the generation of waves. Waves hindcasted from

these data were compared with measurements of the waves obtained from

a seismorneter system at the Marine Science Center in Newport, Oregon.

This comparison demonstrated that these distant fetches were responsi-

ble for the waves causing erosion on Siletz Spit. Waves generated

locally by coastal winds appear to be of negligible importance in the

erosion. This is also shown by a comparison between the wave measure-

ments and data on the coastal winds at Newport during the times of

maximum erosion.

Tides were investigated for their role in contributing to coastal

erosion. High spring tides allow the storm waves to better reach the

dunes or sea cliffs and so permit greater erosion. Neap tides, with

their lower water levels, diminish the amount of erosion. Many of the

differences in the December 1972 and February 1976 erosion episodes

were due to the difference in tide levels.

Storm surges were determined for Yaquina Bay, Oregon, by sub-

tracting the predicted high-tide levels from the observed levels. It

was concluded that significant storm surges did not occur at the times

of maximum spit erosion and therefore did not contribute to the

erosion processes.
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THE SPRING 1976 EROSION OF SILETZ SPIT, OREGON, WITH AN
ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSATIVE WAVE AND TIDE CONDITIONS

INTRODUCTION

Evidence of active erosion can be seen along most of the Oregon

coast. Landslides are responsible for the erosion affecting about

half the coastline length (North and Byrne, 1965). Along the rest of

the coast wave action is of principal importance in the erosion of

Tertiary marine sediments which form the sea cliffs and in the erosion

of unconsolidated beach and dune sands found chiefly on sand spits.

The foredunes on Siletz Spit on the mid-Oregon coast (Figure 1)

have been undergoing erosion since the winter of 1970-71. During this

period, 1970-76, one house under construction was destroyed, and a

number of others were endangered by the erosion. Erosion rates reach-

ed a maximum of 30 meters in a three week period of the 1972-73 winter

season (Rea, 1975; Komar and Rea, 1976). Only the placement of rip-

rap along most of the length of the spit prevented additional property

losses.

During the periods December 1972 - January 1973 and January to

March 1976 the spit erosion was particularly severe. These periods of

erosion were associated with high wave conditions along the coast,

produced by strong storms in the North Pacific. The erosion in the

winter of 1972-73 and up through the winter of 1974-75 has been in-

vestigated by Rea (1975), Rea and Komar (1975) and by Koniar and Rea

(1975, 1976). The purpose of this present study is to document the

erosion during the spring of 1976, and to contrast this with the
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earlier winter erosion periods. As will be seen, a pronounced storm

on 18 February 1976 caused water to wash over the spit and threw

numerous beach drift logs atop the dunes, Such wash-overs were not

observed during winter storms occurring after 1970. The actual storm

systems in the North Pacific will also be examined to determine the

conditions that produce the exceptionally high waves on the Oregon

coast that result in erosion. Surface pressure charts (produced every

six hours) for a period of three days preceeding the storm arrival are

analyzed to determine fetch characteristics causing the high, long

period wave activity at Siletz. In the analysis, the importance of the

tide level and of storm surges to the erosion of Siletz Spit will also

be examined,

PHYSICAL SETTING

Siletz Spit is a barrier sand spit located on the mid-Oregon

coast imediately south of Lincoln City (Figures 1 and 2) and approx-

imately 11 km north of Newport (where the waves and tides reported in

this study were recorded). Uplifted Pleistocene marine terrace

deposits of sandstone and siltstone make up the consolidated sea

cliffs both to the north of the spit along Taft and Lincoln City and

to the south along and south of Gleneden Beach. The spit itself is

composed of unconsolidated fine- to medium-grained beach and dune

sands. The beach sand is coarser than other beaches on the Oregon

coast (with the exception of the small pocket cobble beaches found

near headlands), and for this reason the beach slope at Siletz is

noticeably steeper.
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Except for a narrow entrance at the north end, Siletz Spit

separates Siletz Bay from the Pacific Ocean (Figure 2). The Siletz

River provides the chief freshwater discharge into the bay.

A rapid rise in sea level from about 20,000 yrs. B.P, (before

present) to 7,000 yrs. B.P., followed by a slower rise to 4,000 yrs.

BP. and probably a negligible rise since, drowned the mouth of the

Siletz River valley, forming the present estuary. The river valley

mouth gradient was decreased by the rise in sea level causing in-

creased sedimentation. If Siletz Spit developed by growing northward

across the bay mouth by net littoral drift in that direction, it pro-

bably formed mainly at this stage, that is, since 4,000 yrs. B.P.

Alternatively, Siletz Spit may have formed by a beach migrating

shoreward as sea level rose, becoming a spit when the river valley

behind the beach flooded, forming the bay.

The overall configuration of Siletz Spit has altered little

during historic times, since about the mid-l8th century. It has been

suggested (Schlicker et al., 1973) that at one time the bay entrance

may have been at the south end of the spit rather than at its present

position to the north. The available evidence indicates that the

mouth has been at its present position since 1849, although there is

some geomorphic evidence that there was a south entrance much earlier

(Rea and Komar, 1975).

THE PRE-1976 EROSION OF SILETZ SPIT

Erosion of Siletz Spit prior to the winter of 1975-76 has been

studied in detail by Rea (1975), Rea and Komar (1975), and Komar and
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Rea (1975, 1976). Their findings will be summarized in this section.

In the following section the erosion that occurred during the winter

of 1975-76 will be documented and contrasted with the earlier epi-

sodes of erosion.

Erosion to Siletz Spit and other areas of the Oregon coast is

confined almost entirely to the winter months of November through

March. This is because the erosion is associated with high energy

wave conditions limited to these months. This can be seen in Figure

3, taken from the wave data compilation presented in Komar et al.

(1976). This graph gives the significant wave breaker heights

determined four times daily at the Marine Science Center, Newport,

Oregon, by a seismic recording system that detects microseisms pro-

duced by the waves. This wave-measuring system is described in detail

in Quinn et al. (1974), in Komar et al. (1976), and briefly in the

methods section of this study.

The average significant breaker height Hb plotted in Figure 3

is a ten day (one-third month) average. Also plotted are the maximum

and minimum breaker heights measured during that one-third month

duration. The average Hb curve illustrates the overall increase in

wave energy conditions during the months of November through March.

It is seen that during those months breaker heights average around 3

to 4 meters, in contrast to the summer conditions where the breakers

average only about 1 to 2 meters in height. The maximum Hb curve

of Figure 3 reveals the largest storm conditions attained during any

one-third month. It is seen that storms comonly produce breaker

heights greater than 5 meters, and in the last third of December
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(actually on 25 December 1972) breakers of 7 meters height were mea-

sured. These are the highest wave conditions that have been measured

by the Newport seismic system since its installation in November 1971

(Komar et aL, 1976), and were the waves that caused the most severe

episode of erosion of Siletz Spit.

The erosion of Siletz Spit in the winter of 1972-73 has already

been documented in a thesis (Rea, 1975), two technical reports (Rea

and Komar, 1975; Komar and Rea, 1975), and in a published paper (Komar

and Rea, 1976), Therefore their findings will be reviewed only

briefly. The winter erosion occurs when a series of storms, not

necessarily large ones, removes sand from the exposed berm and moves

it offshore. When present, the berm provides a buffer between the

waves and the coastal dunes and sea cliffs. The berm may be extensive

enough that the wave swash cannot reach the coastal property even at

highest tides. With the energy-dissipating berm removed, usually by

mid-December, the dunes and sea cliffs are more directly exposed to the

high energy winter waves.

The actual large-scale erosion events occur when a rip current

remains stable in one position along the beach, removing more sand

from the berm to the offshore and producing a local embayment on the

beach. If the rip remains in the same position for a sufficient

length of time, the embayment may reach up to the foredunes or sea

cliff, causing their erosion. High rates of erosion are associated

with subsequent storms, as waves are able to pass through the embay-

ment with little loss of energy and swash directly against the fore-

dunes or cliffs. This was the case for the severe erosion in the



winter of 1972-73 on Siletz Spit, when the

area retreated some 30 meters in three wee

before riprap prevented additional losses.

under construction was lost and others had

in some cases on their sides as well as on

Neap tide conditions prevailed during

dunes in the central spit

s (Rea, 1975; Figure 1)

In the process one house

to be protected by riprap,

their ocean-facing fronts.

the December 1972 erosion

period. Under neap tides the daily tidal range is smallest for the

month, and the water level therefore does not reach high levels on the

dunes nor does it remain at levels where the waves can strike the

dunes directly. Erosion in December 1972 would have been much more

severe had spring tides (highest tide levels of the month) occurred

simultaneously with the seven meter storm breakers. This factor of

storm waves and tide level in spit erosion will be discussed at

greater length later. It will be seen that the erosion in January

1973 and February 1976 was produced by smaller storm waves but under

spring tide conditions.

THE 1976 EROSION

The 18 February 1976 storm breakers at Siletz Spit registered

a significant wave height greater than six meters on the Newport

seismometer system (see Figure 17). As will be seen, of special

importance is that unlike the December 1972 storm, the high-wave

activity occurred during spring high tide conditions, the tide level

exceeding +3 m, MLLW.

A mosaic of aerial photographs in Figure 4 shows the conditions

on the spit on 5 February 1976, a few days previous to the major



Figure 4. Aerial photo mosaic of the northern half of Siletz Spit, taken on
5 February 1976, showing erosion embayments on the ocean beach due
to rip currents carrying sand offshore.
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storm, The most noticeable feature in these aerial photographs is the

very pronounced embayment opposite the northern-most house on the

spit. This embayment was produced by a rip current as described in

connection with the earlier episodes of erosion, A second but lower

amplitude embayment is located south of the most pronounced embay-

ment; this embayment also became a center of dune erosion after the

18 February storm. There is just a hint of an embayment opposite the

southern-most beach houses shown in the aerial photographs of Figure

4. This was the area that was most severly eroded during the December

1972 storm and on into January 1973. Evidence for that erosion is

apparent from the irregularity of the dune edge, the promontories

fronting the houses being held out by riprap while empty lots were

eroded back. To the imediate south of the southern-most house is seen

a series of four lots that have been restored following the 1972-73

erosion that nearly reached the road. This area also underwent some

erosion in the Spring 1976 which will be described later in this

section.

Another very apparent feature in the aerial photographs of

Figure 4 is the older erosion scarp that is most easily seen toward

the north end of the spit and continues south past the immediate sea-

side front of the northern-most house. Rea (1975) and Rea and Komar

(1975) determined from a study of a series of aerial photographs

that this erosion occurred about 1960. That erosion was prior to

house construction on the foredune area of the spit. As seen in

Figure 9, this erosion scarp is very apparent on the ground as a long

linear bluff. It is seen that many of the houses were constructed
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nearly even with this 1960 erosion scarp.

As in previous winters, the rip current embayments became the

centers for the 1976 erosion0 Some foredune erosion has already

occurred in the 5 February 1976 aerial photographs of Figure 4, prior

to the major storm of 18 February0 This early erosion is located

laridward of the most pronounced embayment at the north. The embayment

has cut into the foredunes, and would have caused still more erosion

except for the riprap present seaward of the northern-most house and

the empty lots to its imediate south. The erosion has been halted

there, but has gone beyond the riprap line to the imediate north

where no riprap is present. This erosion to the north of the riprap

produced an erosion dune bluff of about 1.5 m height with a few drift

logs protruding from the scarp (Figure 5, upper). The wave swash

also overtopped the riprap opposite the northern-most house, washing

the drift logs back into a line shoreward of the riprap line.

The presence of the embayments along the beach, seen in Figure 4,

set the stage for pronounced erosion due to the 18 February 1976 storm

waves. As described in the studies of the erosion during previous

winters (Rea, 1975; Rea and Komar, 1975; etc.), the storm waves were

able to travel shoreward through the deepwater of the embayments

without breaking or loss of energy until nearly reaching the shore-

line0 This produced intense wave swash and thus appreciable dune

erosion. The nature of the erosion associated with the 18 February

1976 storm differed somewhat from that associated with the 24-25

December 1972 storm, the difference being attributed to the heights

of the tides at the time the storm occurred. As will be discussed
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Figure 5. (Upper) Erosional dune bluff on 2 January 1976, north of the
the northern-most house on the spit.

(lower) Same area as in upper photo (except viewed north) on

20 March 1976, after major storm has washed over the
dune bluff of the upper photo, flattening it into an
even slope.
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later tn more detail, the storm of 24-25 December 1972 occurred under

low neap tide conditions (Figure 14), whereas the 18 February 1976

storm took place at high spring tides. The importance of the tide

level in coastal erosion has already been mentioned and is readily

apparent. It has other effects, however, in addition to simply being

a factor in the overall rate of dune retreat due to erosion. This can

be seen in the area of the northern-most house on the spite opposite

the pronounced embayment of Figure 4, Because of the high spring tide

water level of 18 February 1976, the swash of the storm waves actually

washed over the top of the spit rather than simply causing a further

retreat of the dune escarpment. The effects can be seen in the lower

half of Figure 5, being the same area as the upper half of the figure,

but after the major storm. The wave swash has gone over the escarp-

ment formed earlier in January and February, entirely flattening the

area to an even slope; the escarpment has disappeared. Immediately

north of the northern-most house was a small beach-access road used

for bringing riprap out onto the beach. The wave swash washed through

this lowered area and flowed over the top of the spit and accumulated

in a pond on the back-side of the spit. As seen in Figure 6, the

water formed a gully in the access road; also shown is the accumulation

of drift wood in the pond area.

The erosion in the vicinity of the northern-most house is sum-

marized in the field survey of Figure 7. To the north of the riprap,

the storm of 18 February 1976 eroded the foredunes back to the erosion

escarpment produced in 1960. It can be expected that if the riprap

had not been present, the erosion seaward of the house would have been
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at least as severe and probably would have threatened the house. The

storm wave swash did overtop the riprap, as seen in the photograph of

Figure 8 and indicated by the line labeled "1976 erosion scarp" in

Figure 7. The riprap suffered some damage, a number of the large stones

having washed down the beach and the finer nonpermeable layer backing

the boulders having been partially eroded away. However, as indicated

already, the riprap did serve its purpose in preventing a direct ero-

sion threat to the house.

Also shown in the field survey of Figure 7 is the area of the

wash-over and back-spit pond where the water accumulated. Such wash-

overs of the spit did not occur during the other storms and erosion

episodes since our study began in 1970. There is no clear evidence on

the earlier aerial photographs, taken before house construction on the

spit, for actual wash-overs during earlier storms. Of particular

interest is that the storm of 25 December 1976 produced no wash-overs

even though the waves were higher than on 18 February 1976. It is

apparent that the spring tides that occurred during the February storm

were of major importance in producing the wash-over of the spit. This

will be discussed later.

The storm of 18 February 1976 differed also from the other winter

storms since 1970 in that large drift logs were thrown atop the dunes.

This is most clearly shown in the area of the lots that were restored

after the 1972-73 erosion in that the restored lots were log-free.

This is shown in Figure 10, the top photograph showing the restored

lot as of 10 July 1975, before the storm, and the lower photograph

taken after the 18 February 1976 storm. It is seen that fairly large



Figure 8. Erosion of the riprap seaward of the northern-most house, photographed
on 20 March 1976. It is seen that some of the finer-grained material
backing the larger rocks has been eroded away. Waves washed over the

riprap pushing back the drift logs into a pile.



Figure 9. Northern-most house on Siletz Spit, viewed looking south with the

ocean on the right. Imediately fronting the house is the dune bluff
which marks the erosion scarp from an erosion episode about 1960.
The gap in this bluff marks the beach-access road used to bring rip-
rap rocks onto the beach and where wave swash washed over the spit
during the storm of 18 February 1976.
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Figure 10.

(upper) House in the mid-spit area where severe erosion occurred during
the winter of 1972-73 (compare with Figures 3 and 4 of Komar

and Rea, 1976). The lots in the foreground have been restored

by infilling of beach sands. Photo taken 10 July 1975.

(lower) Same area as in upper photo but after the 18 February 1976
storm which threw logs atop the lot and caused some erosion

of the property.
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logs have been thrown up on the lot, well beyond the maximum extent

of the wave swash. That storm waves can throw large logs for some

distance is also demonstrated by the fact that logs are sometimes

thrown through first-story windows of the Inn at Spanish Head in Taft,

north of Siletz Spit (Figure 2). The February storm also caused some

erosion throughout the area that suffered erosion in 1972-73. As seen

in Figure 11, the seaward edges of the restored lots were eroded back,

exposing the riprap placed to protect them. Like the riprap opposite

the northern-most house, this riprap was also degraded somewhat, Figure

11 showing a broad area where the back-up nonpermeable material has

been eroded away. The riprap fronting the houses in the background of

Figure 11, placed at the height of the erosion in December 1972 to

protect the houses, was also further eroded away. As discussed and

shown in Komar and Rea (1975; Figure 11), due to its hurried emplace-

ment this riprap is very inferior, and even in mild winters of

moderate storms it was being washed away. The storm of 18 February

1976 removed still more of this riprap so that the decks of two of the

houses presently extend over the bluff. Much of the riprap is entire-

ly gone, exposing the underlying dune sands.

The greatest erosion in the Spring 1976 occurred in the second

embayment seen in Figure 4, It is apparent in these aerial photo-

graphs that as of 5 February erosion of the dunes had not occurred

landward of the second embayment. This erosion began in earnest at

the time of the 18 February major storm. The foredunes retreated

under the attack of the wave swash, forming a high dune erosion bluff

(Figure 12). Four houses in the area were threatened, but riprap



Figure 11. Same area of the spit as in Figure 10, showing where waves have

washed over the riprap line, causing some erosion of the riprap

as well as the property.
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Figure 12.

Severe erosion in the mid-spit area, shoreward of the middle rip current
embayment seen in Figure 4. Photos taken on 10 March 1976, but most of
the erosion occurred during the 18 February 1976 storm.
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placement soon after the erosion began prevented any immediate danger

and limited somewhat the amount of the erosion losses. Surveys along

the lot lines indicate that on the average, the seaward edge of the

vegetated portion of the dunes retreated about 10 meters; if the lower

unvegetated dunes are included in the estimate of the erosion, then

about 24 meters of dune retreat occurred. As in earlier episodes of

erosion, numerous drift logs were exposed in the retreating dune bluff,

Many of the logs had been sawed by logging operations. In this area

of the spit the 1960 erosion scarp is clear in Figure 4, and the ero-

sion of 1976 did not extend as far as this 1960 scarp. Thus the drift

logs, including those that were sawed, were emplaced in the foredunes

during the stage of dune reformation following the 1960 erosion. This

process of dune reformation following erosion is described by Rea

(1975) and the other previous studies. Those studies found sawed logs

shoreward of the 1960 erosion, apparently indicating still greater

episodes of erosion occurring prior to 1960 but after man began log-

ging operations on the Oregon coast about the turn of the century0

As already indicated, the 1976 erosion did not extend beyond the 1960

erosion scarp, so additional information on earlier erosion episodes

could not be obtained.

No wash-overs occurred in this central spit area during the

spring of 1976, and there is no certain evidence that more logs were

thrown atop the dunes as further to the south. There were already

numerous logs covering the dunes, so it was impossible to determine

if additional logs were thrown there. The eroded dune bluff, for the

most part, was fairly high, higher than to the south, so it is less
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likely that logs were thrown over the bluff. The erosion opposite this

middle embayment during 1976 was, therefore, more like the erosion

processes of 1972-73 when no wash-overs or log throwing on the dunes

occurred.

By mid-April 1976 the northern embayment had filled, the berm sand

nearly covering the riprap opposite the northern-most house0 Erosion

in the next embayment to the south continued, but at a much lower rate

than earlier. By August the erosion had stopped entirely, a wide

summer berm having developed, separating the waves from the dune bluff.

Over the summer of 1976 the only activity pertinent to the erosion pro-

blem has been the placement of additional riprap in the area where

erosion occurred opposite the second embayment.

METHODS OF STORM ANALYSIS

Fetch histories and wave hindcasts were determined for the three

high wave activity periods that caused particularly severe erosion on

Siletz Spit; December 1972, January 1973, and February 1976. National

Meteorological Center Final Northern Hemisphere Surface Pressure

Analyses charts (published four times daily) were examined to locate

the fetches most likely to affect the Newport-Siletz areas. The

fetches selected were then characterized by six parameters - wind

speed, duration, fetch length, final decay distance, spreading angle,

and the fetch speed. These parameters were entered into a hindcasting

program (Enfield, 1974) which calculates the significant wave height,

wave period, and arrival time for the waves produced by a particular

set of fetches for a specific hindcast area (Siletz Spit, in this



study). These calculations are carried out according to the manual

hindcasting/forecasting principles of Pierson, Neumann and James (1955).

The surface pressure charts are compiled from ship reports of ob-

served pressure and wind data. On these charts, fetches are areas of

water over which wind speed and direction are uniform. Charts covering

the period beginning three days previous to a pronounced erosion event

at Siletz and continuing up to the storm day are studied to select

fetches that will affect wave activity at Siletz and Newport. The

storm history may be complex. Usually more than one fetch develops as

the storm grows and often the wind speed and/or direction can change

within a given fetch. A fetch is rarely stationary, and at times it

may accelerate to the point where the fetch outruns the waves it

generates. Or the fetch may move with the set of waves it generates,

continuing to impart energy over a long period of time.

Shields and Burdwell (1970) and Quinn and Enfield (1971) set up

guidelines for selecting fetches which will affect a given area. Wind

speed, distance of the fetch from shore, and the angle of approach of

a fetch to a specific area are parameters used to select important

fetches, For the Newport-Siletz areas, fetches up to 2500 n. mi.

(4600 km) away may be used if the wind speed exceeds 25 knots (13 m/

sec). Fetches with a decay distance (distance from leeward or down-

wind edge of the fetch to the hindcast point) of over 500 n. mi,

(925 km) should be considered only if the wind speed in the fetch

averages 20 knots (10 m/sec) or more, If the fetch lies within 500 n.

mi. (925 km) of the hindcast area, then the winds should average 15

knots (8 m/sec) or greater to be considered important in a hindcast.
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The approach angle is also critical. The fetch boundaries, which

are defined by isobars, must form less than a 15 degree angle with a

great circle path directed to Siletz. For fetches within 1500 n. mi,

(2775 km) from the hindcast area, another criterion may be used, The

wind field can be at most 30 degrees divergent from a line from the

fetch to the hindcast area. Fetch measurements in this study were made

referring to Siletz as the hindcast area. The wave measurements are

taken at Newport and so it is assumed that the wave conditions at

Siletz will be nearly the same as those at Newport.

Once chosen, several fetch parameters were measured on the charts

to use in the hindcasting proceedure. These parameters will be des-

cribed in the following paragraphs. Measurements are first made in

nautical miles and knots because the pressure chart values convert

easily into these units and because the computer program of wave pre-

diction accepts only these units. Later they are converted into their

metric equivalents.

The fetch length was determined by measuring the distance along

an isobar between the leeward and windward edges of the fetch. Wind

speed was usually taken from ship reports given on the charts. If these

were unavailable for a fetch area, geostrophic relations were used to

calculate the wind speed from the pressure gradient. The following

relationship was used:

P
Au (1)

p x



where

p density of air,

pressure gradient,

X = Coriolis parameters, determined by the

latitude,

and u = wind velocity.

The horizontal pressure gradient, ap/x, can be measured from the

weather chart, and equation (1) used to calculate the wind speed u

since p and X are known.

The fetch length and wind speed may be used to compute the signi-

ficant wave height (average of the highest one-third of the waves mea-

sured over a span of time) of the waves generated by the fetch, and

also to determine if the sea may be considered fully developed with

respect to the frequency spectrum. Enfield (1974) gives the following

empirical relationships. The significant wave height (feet) H is

given by

= 0,024 F°237
1.527

u (2)

where F is the fetch length in nautical miles, and u is the wind

velocity in knots. The sea is fully developed for fetch lengths

greater than

Fmin = 0.41 u2 (3)

Equations (2) and (3) are useful in this study after the hindcast and

observed values have been computed because H and Fmin can be used as

a check to be certain that the fetches selected are indeed the ones

responsible for the wave activity of interest, Wind speed, then, is
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the most critical wave generation parameter for medium and long fetches

while fetch length is the most critical for shorter fetches.

Several other fetch parameters were measured. The fetch speed

(knots) was determined by measuring the leeward fetch edge position on

two consecutive charts to determine the distance it travelled during

the six-hour period between charts. Decay distance (n. nfl,) has

already been described as the distance between the leeward edge of the

fetch and the hindcast area. Duration time (hours) is the length of

time the wind blows with the same speed and direction over a fetch

area. The beginning time is traditionally three hours previous to the

time on the first chart where the fetch area appears to be developed.

Similarly it ends one-half chart interval (three hours) before the

time the fetch disappears. The spreading angle is another parameter

necessary in the hindcasting procedure. The parameter accounts for the

fact that not all the energy originally contained in the fetch reaches

the hindcast or forecast area since wave energy propagates from the

generation area in many directions. Outside the storm, waves go to

points which they could not possibly reach if they traveled only in

the dominant direction of the wind in the fetch area. In addition,

waves of different energies originating in different parts of the

fetch may overlap, with wider fetches involving more overlap. The

spreading angle is found by using a protractor to measure the angles

defined by lines drawn between the hindcast point and the upper and

lower corners of the leeward fetch edge. These angles correspond to

a percent factor (of energy propagation) which may be read off a

chart developed by considering the energy spread for any frequency
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band in the co-cumulative spectrum. Pierson et al. (1955) explain all

the above procedures in detail, Shields and Burdwell (1970) cover the

essentials in a handbood approach.

The accuracy of measurements of fetch parameters is limited by the

subjectivity involved in drawing the pressure isobars on the surface

analysis charts and in selecting fetch boundaries, Each hindcaster

will likely define a different set of fetch boundaries on a given

chart. With these considerations, the probable accuracies of fetch

parameters are as follows: wind speed, 5 knots; duration, 6 hours;

distances, 50 miles; spreading factor, 0.05; and fetch boundaries -

wind direction can vary as much as ± 30° within the fetch (Creech,

1976), Errors in fetch parameter measurements will affect the pre-

dicted wave height, period, and arrival time for the hindcast area,

Once measured, the parameters described above were used in a

hindcast for the Siletz Spit area. A hindcast simulates past wave

conditions by applying the forecast techniques to the measured storm

parameters. The parameters are analyzed according to statistics on

the type of waves previously generated by similar conditions. Hind-

casting has an advantage over forecasting in that effects of incomplete

data input and errors in the surface chart prognoses are minimized by

the use of analyses, and statistical comparison to past conditions

(Enfield, 1974).

The hindcast method used in this study is that of Enfield (1974).

It is a computerized coastal wave forecasting system based on the

principals used by Pierson, Neumann and James (1955) in their manual

method. They assume that the energy in each frequency band of the
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wave spectrum is generated in the fetch area, propagated over the

ocean at group velocity with angular spreading, and recombined with

other frequency bands at the forecast or hindcast point to give the

predicted spectrum.

The fetch parameters which have been measured from the surface

pressure charts are entered into the hindcast computer program of

Enfield (1974) along with the times the fetch began and ended, and

the time period for which the hindcast is to be made. The five para-

meters describing each fetch (fetch length, speed, duration, spreading

angle, and wind speed) are entered as a group for each fetch, each of

the five parameters representing an average value over the duration of

the specific fetch. The program then combines the effects of all the

fetches, weighting them according to their distance from the hindcast

area, when the fetch became active, and the wave generation para-

meters.

More specifically, given the wind speed, duration, and fetch

length, the program computes the total wave energy within a fetch and

the spectrum of that energy. Spectral components are determined and

each component is individually propagated to the hindcast area.

Faster-travelling long period waves arrive first. Shorter-period

waves originating in the front (leeward) end of the fetch, and longer

period waves from the rear of the fetch arrive next. These (wave)

energies are summed for each set time interval and converted to wave

height and period. Also for each time interval, an effective genera-

tion distance is determined for each spectral component whose energy

will be affecting the hindcast area. In this way, the program accounts
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for the fetch velocity. Each component is also associated with an

unique spreading factor (interpolated between initial and final values)

which determines the percent of the original energy of that frequency

which reaches the hindcast area (Creech, 1976). The program output is

significant wave height and period at the hindcast site for the time

period specified.

Once the hindcast wave height and period have been obtained, these

data were then compared to the significant wave heights and periods

recorded by the seismometer system at the OSU Marine Science Center in

Newport. The vertical component seismometer records microseism

activity for eleven minutes every six hours. Microseisms are shallow

vibrations of the earth's surface with a 4-10 second period and a

maximum amplitude of 20 microns. Wave activity and microseism events

are strongly related in coastal areas. Around 1930 it was observed at

some locations that microseisin activity preceded the wave swell

arrival, suggesting that wave energy was imparted to the deep ocean

floor to generate the microseisms; they are not generated by the

breaking waves as might at first be expected. Deacon (1947) described

a correlation between microseisni period and the wave period, the period

of the microseisms being one-half the period of the waves. He also

noted a correspondence between their amplitudes. Longuet-Higgins

(1950) offered an explanation for deep-water generation of micro-

seisms that also accounted for the period difference between the swell

waves and microseisms. One mechanism described by Longuet-Higgin's

theory is that incoming waves or swell interact with their own reflec-

tions from a steep coast. Such an interference can happen over a
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sufficiently large area to generate niicroseisms. Zopf (as referenced

by Enfield, 1974) believes that this is the mechanism operating at

Newport as there is little difference in arrival times of wave activity

and microseism disturbance. This generation results when waves of the

same wave-length travel in opposite directions creating a pressure

variation that is proportional to the amplitude of the two waves and

is twice the wave frequency (one-half its period). The pressure

variation is not attenuated with depth, thus allowing for the excita-

tion of microseisms on the sea floor.

The seismometer at Newport registers the amplitude of the vertical

velocity component of the earth's vibrations. Observations .of the

actual heights of the waves causing the recorded microseism activity

were made in order to calibrate the system (Quinn et al., 1974;

Enfield, 1974). This involved installation of a pressure transducer

in about 12 meters (40 ft.) water depth offshore of Newport. Measure-

ments of the microseism amplitude and period were empirically corre-

lated to the significant wave height and period obtained from analog

records from the pressure transducer. This approach yielded a good

empirical relationship that involves only a small degree of error in

the determined significant wave height and period.

The wave conditions evaluated with the seismic system at Newport

therefore refer to a water depth of 12 meters (40 ft.). For periods

less than about 5.5 seconds a water depth of 12 meters can be consider-

ed as "deep water," defined as a ratio of water depth to wave length

greater than 1/4 (Komar, 1976), Computations of wave length, velo-

city, and energy are greatly simplified in deep water over those
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calculations in shallower water depths. Unfortunately, most of the

measured waves at Newport have periods longer than 5.5 sec and thus

depth to wave length ratios less than 1/4; they are "intermediate

depth" waves rather than deep water waves (Komar, 1976). However, in

the calculations using these data all waves were still treated as if

they were in deep water. This introduced some error, but the error

never amounted to more than 9 percent and was generally considerably

less. The uncertainties in the basic measurements are well above this

introduced error, and the simplifications introduced by treating them

as deep water waves were sufficient to warrant such an approximation.

The breaker heights can be calculated from the wave measurements

provided by the seismic system through application of the equation

H = 0.39 gl/5 (1 H)2/5 (4)
b

from Komar and Gaughan (1973), where Hb is the breaker height, g is

the acceleration of gravity (981 cm/sec2), I is the wave period, and

H is the deep water wave height. This equation is empirically

based on all available laboratory and field data on breaking waves,

and is applicable to all comonly occurring values of wave steepness

and beach slopes. The seismic system provides measures of T and H,,,

from which the corresponding breaker height can be calculated.

This study also involved an examination of the role of local

coastal winds and tide level in the erosion of Siletz Spit. Hourly

wind direction and velocity measurements are taken routinely at the

Marine Science Center, Newport. An annometer registers the N-S and

E-W velocity components. These component velocities or vectors are

then added to give the wind direction in degrees true and the
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resultant wind speed in that direction. For this study the six-hourly

averages of the total wind velocity and the component velocities were

plotted against time for comparison with the arrival of the high waves

to determine possible effects of the coastal winds on wave generation.

They were also used in an examination of the coastal storm surges

determined from the tide records.

National Ocean Survey tide records for Newport were used to ob-

tam the predicted high tide level values. Observed tide levels and

diurnal high and low tide levels are recorded at the Marine Science

Center for Southbeach (south of Yaquina Bay) and corrected for use at

Newport. The tide levels were important in determining whether

spring or neap tide conditions prevailed during erosion episodes.

In addition, the observed minus the predicted high tide levels were

computed to determine if a storm surge took place and contributed to

a coastal high water level at the time of erosion. In addition to an

examination of the daily high tide levels, hourly tidal levels were

used to determine how long the water level remained sufficiently high

to produce wave swash directly against the dunes on Siletz Spit.

ANALYSIS OF EROSIONAL WAVE AND TIDE CONDITIONS

The most severe erosion to Siletz Spit since 1970 occurred during

the winter of 1972-73 and the early spring of 1976. Plots of breaker

heights and high tide level for the winter months of this period are

given in Figures 13 through 17 and show that this erosion has taken

place during times of exceptionally high wave activity (over 7 m) or

during times of somewhat smaller waves (6 to 7 m) coincident with
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spring high tide conditions.

During the winter of 1971-72 (Figure 13) breaker heights exceeded

6 meters twice (10 December and 10 January) but both periods were

during neap tide conditions. Only minor erosion of dunes occurred on

the spit during the winter (Rea, 1975; etc.).

Considerable erosion occurred during the winter of 1972-73,

especially during and following the storm of 24-25 December 1972 when

breaker heights exceeded 7 meters (Figure 14). Although this wave

activity occurred at neap tide conditions, the waves were the largest

measured by the seismic system since its installation in 1970 and were

large enough to reach the foredunes with sufficient energy to cause

severe erosion. As already discussed, the erosion was aided by the

development of pronounced rip current embayments cut into the beach

berm. In January 1973 (Figure 14) the storm waves are smaller (6 m)

but occurred during spring tide conditions. Although the waves are

lower than in the December storm, the higher tide level allowed the

waves to loose less of their energy in passing through the nearshore

and allowed them to swash against a longer stretch of foredunes on

the spit. It was this 1972-73 episode of erosion that was particularly

documented by the study of Rea (1975), Komar and Rea (1975, 1976),

etc., and which was surmiarized earlier in this report.

During the winters of 1973-74 (Figure 15) and 1974-75 (Figure 16)

the breaker heights never exceeded 6 meters. These waves were not

sufficiently large to cause severe erosion of the spit even though

some of the higher waves (5.5 m) occurred during spring tide. Very

little spit erosion occurred during these winters.
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As has been documented earlier in this study, considerable erosion

again occurred on Siletz Spit during January to March 1976. Some of

this erosion took place during January due to the exceptionally large

rip current embayment that developed at the north end of the spit

(Figure 4). But most of the erosion was associated with the storm

of 18 February 1976 (Figure 17) when breaker heights were about 6.5

meters. The well-developed rip current embayments of course set the

stage for the erosion, but of particular importance to the erosion

was that the storm waves occurred under spring tide conditions, as

shown by the curve of observed high-tide levels in the upper Figure

17. Therefore, although the waves were not as high as during 24-25

December 1972, the water level was much higher due to the spring

tides. As already discussed, the quantity of erosion measured in

terms of the amount of dune bluff retreat was not quite as large,

although it extended over a wider stretch of spit length. Of special

interest is that the spring tide conditions during the 1976 storm

allowed water to wash over the spit and logs to be thrown atop the

dunes. Neither happened during the December 1972 storm even though

the waves were larger.

A more detailed study was undertaken of the wave records for the

major storms that caused erosion on Siletz Spit. The recordings from

the seismometer at the OSU Marine Science Center show that the highest

significant wave height of all three periods occurred during December

1972 (Table I). A significant wave height of 7.4 m was recorded early

on December 24 and six hours later the significant wave height was

still at 6.4 m. During the next 24 hours, significant wave heights
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were down around 4 m, then rose back up over 6 m for about 12 hours

late in the day on 25 December. These heights are a sharp increase

from the previous week where the significant wave heights averaged well

below 4 m. The average wave height drops off sharply after the storm,

indicating, along with the wave period data, that the storm moved past

quickly. The maximum breaker heights measured during the storm were

9,3 m and were above 7 m for over half the two day period.

The significant wave heights associated with the January 1973

storm were smaller, varying from 4.6 to 5.2 m on 18 January (Table I).

These came as a sharp rise in average height also, but not to the same

degree as the December 1972 storm. The wave heights dropped quickly

after 18 January, as following the December storm. The periods of the

January waves were lower, decreasing the effective breaker heights

which ranged from 5.7 to 6.4 m.

In February 1976 significant wave heights reached up to 6.1 m,

the records showing heights over 4.5 m for the whole day (Table I),

The corresponding Hb values ranged from 5.6 to 7,5 m on 18 February,

the long periods of the waves enhancing the size of the breakers as

given by equation (4).

The wave periods for the December 1972 and February 1976 storms

show the same trends, both exhibiting a very sharp jump to maximum

values for each respective month. The wave period for December 1972

increased on the 21st and continued to rise slowly, then dropped

sharply after the storm. The wave periods associated with the February

1976 storm increased sharply for two days previous to the storm and

dropped sharply afterwards.



TABLE I. Storm Wave Data From Newport Seismometer System.

Date and Time H (meters) I (sec) Hb (meters)

24 December 1972

1 am 6.4 17 8.4

7 am 7,3 17 9.3

1 pm 4.3 12 5.3

7pm 3.4 9 3.9

25 December 1972

1 am 4.0 12 5.0

7 am 5.5 15 7.0

1 pm 6.1 15 7.7

7 pm 6.1 16 7.9

18 January 1973

1 am 4.6 13 5.7

7 am 5.2 13 6.4

1 pm 4.9 11 5.7

7 pm 5.2 12 6.2

18 February 1976

1 am 6.1 14 7.5

7 am 5.2 13 6.4

1pm 4.6 12 5.6

7 pm 4.6 14 5.9
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The January 1973 storm wave periods increased gradually for seven

days to a high value for the maximum erosion days, but did not reach a

maximum for the month. There was a less sharp decrease afterwards than

for the December 1972 or February 1976 storms.

The long periods (17 sec) associated with the December 1972 waves

indicate that they were generated principally by a storm covering a

large fetch area at some distance from the Siletz area. This can be

seen in a weather chart from that time period (Figure 18), The wave

periods of the 18 January 1973 and 18 February 1976 erosion periods

were lower, being in the range 11-14 sec. This indicates a smaller

fetch area closer to the Oregon coast or a shorter storm duration that

did not permit full wave growth. Both effects limiting wave develop-

ment were the case for the 18 February 1976 storm, waves having come

mainly from a small fetch area of high wind velocities (Figure 19).

The longer the period of a given significant wave height in deep

water, the greater will be the resulting breaker height according to

equation (4). The December 1972 storm had the highest H and T

combination, so it produced the highest breakers. The January 1973

and February 1976 storms had smaller, similar deep water wave heights

and periods and produced comparable breaker heights.

STORM SYSTEMS THAT PRODUCED THE WAVES

The six-hourly surface pressure charts for the three storms were

analyzed for fetch histories following the approach described in the

methods section. The data collected are summarized in Table II. The

fetches were generally located in the North Pacific just south of the
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TABLE II. Fetch Characteristics

Average of

Date All Fetches Range

December 1972 (4 fetches)

wind speed (knots) 35 20-45

duration (hrs) 18 6-36

length (n. mi.) 650 150-1000

final decay distance (n. mi.) 150 0-376

fetch speed (knots) 20 8-32

January 1973 (6 fetches)

wind speed (knots) 30 20-50

duration (hrs) 24 18-36

length (n. mi.) 450 127-1061

final decay distance (n. mi.) 700 0-1167

fetch speed (knots) 15 0-1167

February 1976 (2 fetches)

wind speed (knots) 35 25-45

duration (hrs) 30 24-30

length (n. mi.) 500 328-759

final decay distance (n. mi.) 75 48-99

fetch speed (knots) 25 0-55
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Aleutian Islands, in the Gulf of Alaska. Figures 18 and 19 show the

two main low-pressure systems that produced respectively the December

1972 and February 1976 storm waves. It is seen on the 23 December

1972 chart (Figure 18) that a large fetch occurred across much of the

width of the Pacific. The principal fetch of the 17 February 1976

storm (Figure 19) was much less extensive, but wind velocities were on

the order of 50 to 60 knots.

Although there are many storms in the North Pacific and Gulf of

Alaska during the winter and spring months, few actually cause the

extreme wave activity on the Oregon coast as seen in the winter of

1972-73 and spring of 1976. The path of the storm and therefore the

fetch is very important. Also, the speed of the fetch, or storm, is

critical, as was mentioned previously. The longer a fetch stays with

the waves it generates, the more energy it may impart. If a fetch

outruns the waves (wave energy moves at the group velocity) then the

waves may lose much of their strength before they reach the coast.

The depth of the storm is also important. If the pressure isobars

are closely spaced and span a large pressure range then the storm is

more intense and capable of imparting more energy. Similarly the wind

speed is critical, as the stress on the water goes up with the square

of the wind speed. With all these factors affecting a given storm,

only a few will maintain sufficient strength to bring very high storm

breakers to the Oregon coast.

The December 1972 storm waves developed from four fetches located

slightly north of the latitude at Siletz and originally 150 to 850 n.

mi. (278 to 1573 km) offshore. These fetches were associated with



different low pressure systems that were all decreasing in strength,

but even so the fetch lengths usually increased with time. Three of

the four fetches were moving fetches, meaning that the winds could

continue to impart energy to the waves as both travelled toward Siletz

Spit. The average fetch velocity was 20 to 30 knots (10-16 m/sec).

The hindcast and observed waves were about 15 sec so the wave group

velocity would be about 23 knots (12 ni/sec). (Group velocity = 0.5 x

phase velocity, where phase velocity = gT/2rr.) This implies that the

fetch and the waves it generated moved together, increasing or at least

maintaining the wave energy or significant wave height. Wind speeds

for the December storm averaged 35 knots (18 m/sec). For the December

1972 fetches, the significant wave heights generated (in the fetch

area) according to equation (2) were 16 ft (5 m), 20 ft (6 m), 25 ft

(8 m), and 12 ft (4 m). The deep-water waves observed at Newport were

20 to 24 ft (6.1 to 7.3 m). It is reasonable to assume the fetches

selected are those responsible for the high wave activity. The two

parameters, F and u, may also be used to determine if the sea gener-

ated by the fetch were full frequency spectrum waves according to

equation (4). Using the average wind velocity of 35 knots (18 m/sec),

Fmin = 502 n. mi. (929 km). Two of the fetches generating waves for

the December storm satisfy this criterion for a fully developed

spectrum.

The December 1972 storm conditions (wave height and period) coin-

cide closely with the hindcast values for the storm (Figure 20). The

concordance between the two means that the high wave conditions were

due to the distant fetch activity, not locally generated by winds in
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the coastal region. The drop in the wave height during the two day

period implies that the wave activity observed at Siletz (and Newport)

developed mainly in two different fetch areas, the energy from each

arriving at slightly (12-24 hours) different times.

The January 1973 storm waves were generated by six fetches. These

fetches were generally located west to northwest from Siletz Spit, and

0 to 1000 n. mi. (0 to 1850 km) offshore. The fetches generally in-

creased in length with time, All were moving fetches, The observed

period associated with the waves that reached Newport was about 12

sec, suggesting that the waves travelled at a group velocity of about

18 knots (9 m/sec). The fetch velocities for this group were not

determined. The average wind speed for the four fetches was 30 knots

(16 m/sec), yielding a critical fetch length of 370 n. mi. (685 km)

which only two of the fetches satisfy.

The January 1973 observed wave conditions agree very well with

the hindcast values (Figure 21). The more gradual increase in wave

height and period would suggest that the situation arises from inten-

sifying local conditions. The timing of the increase in wave height

which coincides with the increase in wind velocity, the proximity of

the fetches to Siletz, and shorter period waves relative to the other

two periods all further suggest that local wind generation greatly

influenced the wave activity. Local winds are not soley responsible

for the waves, however, as the period although relatively shorter, is

too long (11 to 13 sec); waves locally produced by winds generally have

periods of 5 to 8 sec. In addition, wind velocities had reached the

same level previously in the month but did not generate waves of nearly
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the size observed on 18 January.

Only two fetches were involved in the generation of waves for the

February 1976 erosion period. The fetch characteristics were quite

similar to the other storms. The low systems were a little farther

north than in the previous two cases. The distances from shore were

450 to 650 n. mi. (833-1203 km) from Siletz Spit. The fetches were

moving, one moderately and the other extremely rapidly. One low

system was deepening and the other dissipating. Wind speed averaged

35 knots (18 m/sec), giving a critical fetch length of 502 n. mi.

(929 km) for a fully developed spectrum. Significant wave heights

generated in the fetch areas were 17 ft (5 m). The observed signifi-

cant wave height agrees with the calculation. The fetch lengths for

the February storm tended to be longer than for the winter storm,

averaging about the critical length for the full spectrum. Wave

period observations of 18 sec implies a wave group velocity of 27 knots

(914 m/sec). The waves tend to outrun one fetch and to be outrun by

the other.

The observed 18 February 1976 storm conditions also are very close

to the hindcast values (Figure 22), suggesting that the high waves

were generated by the distant fetch areas. Local coastal winds

apparently played no role in producing the waves that caused the

erosion.

In summary, the fetch characteristics are quite similar for the

December 1972 and February 1976 erosion periods on Siletz Spit. The

January 1973 situation was quite different, being largely of local

origin.
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SEA LEVEL EFFECTS

Daily and monthly sea level changes can greatly affect the degree

of damage done by a certain storm. If extreme neap tide conditions

prevail or if the height of the storm passes during a diurnal low tide

then the resulting erosion is lessened by the fact that the level of

the sea surface is lower. This sea level lowering increases the

distance between the wave breaker zone and the foredunes or sea cliffs,

reducing the amount of energy with which the waves hit the dunes or

cliff and therefore reduces the amount of erosion.

Two of the erosion periods in the study, January 1973 and Febru-

ary 1976, occurred under spring tide conditions. The December 1972

erosion came at the beginning of neap tide conditions. The most ero-

sion occurred during the December 1972 and the February 1976 storms,

and the least in the January 1973 storm.

The considerable erosion during the February 1976 episode is

easily explained by the large breaker heights accompanied by the

spring high tide conditions. Hourly tide level records show that the

sea level on the storm day does not go down as low as on the neighbor-

ing days nor is there as large a difference between the height of.the

two high tides (1.5 ft difference) on the 18th as on neighboring days.

Thjs suggests that the water level stays high, enabling the waves to

have close access to the dunes, thereby increasing the dune exposure

to erosive action.

The January 1973 storm also occurred under spring high-tide condi-

tions. The breakers were not as high as in December 1972 or February
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1976, although the tide level was higher. On 18 January there was an

unusual span (about 12 ft) in the tide heights so the water level was

not maintained at a high level for a very long time. This reduces the

likeliness for erosion to occur.

The 24-25 December 1972 storm hit during the beginning of neap

tide conditions. The tide level was almost 1 m lower than for either

of the two other storms, Observed hourly tide level data show that

there is a smaller span between high tides (0.33-1 ft). However, the

extremely high breakers appear to have compensated for the lower tides

in December.

LACK OF SIGNIFICANT STORM SURGES

A plot of observed minus predicted high tide levels was used to

determine if there was significant storm surge associated with any of

the erosion periods (Figures 23 and 24). A storm surge on the tide

results from onshore winds and a low atmospheric pressure which in-

crease the sea level, The onshore winds tend to make the water pile

up near the coast, The low air pressure causes the sea surface to

rise 1 cm for each millibar the air pressure drops below normal,

The 25 December 1972 storm had winds from the northwest, but the

wind velocity was generally less than for the 5 days previous (Figure

25). The air pressure at Siletz actually rose with the passing of the

storm front, 94 mb to 128 mb. The combination of those two factors

are in agreement with the drop in the observed minus predicted high

tide level during the two-day storm (Figure 23).

The January 1973 observed minus predicted high tide level
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(Figure 23) experienced a slight (6 cm) increase on the storm day.

The winds were from the southwest. Like the December storm, the

pressure at Siletz increased on the day of major erosion, the increase

being from 93 mb to 128 mb. The increased wind velocity from the

southwest might have had some effect, but 6 cm is not considered a

significant true storm surge.

The wind velocity during the February 1976 storm generally de-

creased rapidly (Figure 26). There was an accompanying direction

change from the northeast to southwest. The pressure at Siletz fluc-

tuated in an approximate 10 mb range, but did not reflect any general

trend. The observed minus the predicted high tide level (Figure 24)

shows an increase for four days previous to the storm and a general

increase since 5 February, 13 days prior to the storm erosion. The

actual increase on 18 February is only 2 cm; again no significant

storm surge resulted.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Siletz Spit on the mid-Oregon coast has been the site of wave

erosion for the past six years, 1971-76. Previous studies of spit

erosion established some basic characteristics of the winter erosion

(Rea, 1975; Rea and Komar, 1975; Komar and Rea, 1975, 1976). Those

studies emphasized the erosion of the sumer berm by the early winter

storms and the formation of embayments by stationary rip currents as

important factors leading to foredune erosion by large winter wave

activity.

This study investigated erosion on the spit that occurred during
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January through March 1976, comparing and contrasting this erosion

episode with the previous years' erosion. The storm systems producing

the exceptional wave conditions leading to the erosion were also

analyzed.

Both the winter and spring storms come from the North Pacific

where fetches associated with low pressure systems generate the large

storm waves. The arrival time of the storm breakers appears to be the

critical factor in determining the degree of erosion. Significant

storm surges and severe wind conditions did not occur during any of

the erosion periods analyzed in this study, so they did not play a

significant part in the erosion capabilities of a given set of

breakers.

The most severe erosion occurs when the large breakers arrive

during a spring high tide. At this time the water level is high,

enabling the waves to reach the foredunes with little loss of energy,

providing the berm and resulting beach protection has been removed by

earlier storm activity. This was the case during the January 1973

and February 1976 storms. The February 1976 storm did more damage than

the January 1973 storm because the breaker heights were over one meter

higher.

The December 1972 storm occurred during neap tide conditions.

Severe erosion still resulted because of the very high (7.3 m) breakers.

Extreme breaker heights can therefore dominate a situation and severe

erosion can occur with neap tide conditions. The principal importance

of the tide level is that during the February 1976 storm with high

spring tides, a wash-over of the spit occurred and numerous logs were
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thrown atop the spit. This was not the case during the December 1972

erosion with neap tides prevailing.
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